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Overview
In this work we investigate energy distortions due to pulse-pileup (PPU) in the
Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM), a set of scintillation detectors on the
Fermi satellite. GBM measures energy via pulse height analysis (PHA): the
peak (volts) is proportional to deposited energy. With PPU, signals interfere and
break the standard inference between the registered voltage and input energy.
PPU is stochastic, occurring whenever multiple events are detected within a time
interval less than the electronic registration & recovery time.
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Measurement in several pileup configurations. Case (a): one recorded count, and the registered peak is
uncharacteristically high. Case (b): Two counts, but the second is shifted down. Case (c): If the first energy is
much larger than the second, the next event(s) can be lost

Detection & measurement (PHA) of distinct events.
Arriving photons are separated in time (> ~5 us).

Key Findings
We develop probability distributions for the energy
measured per pulse window, given n pileup events with
separations s, using Poisson statistics

Example pileup spectra computed analytically. Sigma residuals
are calculated as Poisson deviations from the monte carlo result.
The probability of PPU increases with input rate λ [counts per sec].

.. generalizes to
higher orders.

and partition the exposure time into windows of order k,
accounting for window overlap (dependence), and take the
union:

Impact

Explanation & relevance to AAS

The analytical expressions developed can be evaluated within
a data-fitting algorithm, allowing simultaneous spectral
modeling with corrections for PPU. This greatly simplifies the
task of spectral estimation with very intense sources, offering
possibility for spectroscopy of intense solar flares and
terrestrial gamma-ray flashes seen by GBM.

The underlying probability arguments
are generic and the partition / expansion
method could be applied to many
systems where the detection rate may
exceed the registration rate, for
example in crude particle flux sensors.
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